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5.&Down+Beat:&Dutch&jazz&and&the&American&mainstream&

“In"keeping"with"the"worldHwide"interest"in"jazz"and"the"growing"international"character"

of"Down-Beat,"we"shall"begin,"in"the"next"issue,"a"series"of"articles"dealing"with"jazz"in"

various"countries.”416"In"September"1962,"the"massHcirculated"American"jazz"magazine"

Down-Beat-editorial"proudly"announced"its"renewed"international"focus."From"its"1934"

initiation,"the"bimonthly"had"informed"its"international"readership"on"a"widespread"

range"of"jazzHrelated"topics,"discussing"the"latest"jazz"in"fullHpage"articles"and"sections"

such"as"the"editorial,"Record"Review,"the"Blindfold"Test,"Strictly"Ad"Lib,"and"the"annual"

International"Jazz"Critics"Poll.417"From"the"1960s,"however,"Down-Beat"together"with"an"

international"base"of"correspondents"pursued"an"active"international"policy,"reporting"

on"the"expatriate"life"and"travels"of"American"jazz"musicians"and,"occasionally,"

discussing"nonHAmerican"jazz"practices"as"well."In"this"period,"fullHpage"articles"appear"

with"historical"overviews"of"important"musicians,"recordings,"and"jazz"clubs"in"countries"

and"regions"such"as"Germany,"Southeast"Asia,"Latin"America,"Poland,"Russia"and"France."

Arguably"one"of"the"most"authoritative"and"internationally"wellHread"jazz"magazines,"

Down-Beat,"together"with"the"French"Jazz-Hot,"the"British"Jazz-Journal,"and"the"Canadian"

Coda,"functioned"in"the"Netherlands"as"an"important"medium"to"learn"about"the"latest"

jazz."Promoting"jazz"as"a"popular"music"for"the"youth"and"with"its"international"focus,"

Down-Beat"during"the"1960s"was"a"vital"platform"for"mainstream"jazz"discourse."

"

This"chapter"engages"with"the"understanding"of"nonHAmerican"jazz"practices"and"the"

global"spread"of"jazz"from"an"American"mainstream"perspective,"by"studying"the"

mediation"of"Dutch"and"European"jazz"in"the"American"jazz"magazine"Down-Beat."Who"

were"the"main"correspondents"writing"on"jazz"in"Europe,"what"did"they"write"about,"and"

what"did"Europe,"the"Netherlands"and"its"musicians"represent?"In"order"to"understand"

processes"of"mediation"and"representation"it"is"crucial"to"examine"the"ways"in"which"

mainstream"jazz"discourse"is"informed"by"the"American"jazz"narrative,"or"the"

constructed"jazz"history."As"I"discussed"in"the"last"chapter,"DeVeaux"demonstrates"the"

desire"within"the"community"of"mainstream"jazz"to"simplify"jazz"history"as"a"neatly"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

416"Editorial,"DB,"September"27,"1967."

417"Down-Beat"was"distributed"every"two"weeks"until"1979,"when"it"changed"into"a"monthly"magazine."
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organized"succession"of"stylistic"periods,"(ranging"from"1920s"New"Orleans-to"the"

eclectic-period"of"anything"from"the"1970s"and"beyond).418"In"this"view,"the"American"

jazz"narrative"is"an"oversimplified,"socially"constructed"interpretation"of"the"history"of"

jazz,"which"continuously"informs,"and"is"informed"by,"contemporary"jazz"discourse."

DeVeaux"criticizes"the"American"jazz"narrative"as"it"reinforces"stereotyped"notions,"such"

as"jazz"as"a"male"dominated,"essentially"African"American"music"practice"(see"

Introduction)."Within"this"context,"Down-Beat"is"a"useful"source,"promoting"this"view"of"

the"American"narrative."Most"fullHpage"articles"and"record"reviews"focus"on"male"

American"jazz"musicians,"while"not"a"single"European"jazz"musician"made"it"to"the"top"

ten"in"the"annual"Jazz"Critics"Polls"during"the"1960s.419"Moreover,"a"further"study"of"the"

reception"of"nonHAmerican"jazz"by"Down-Beat-critics,"will"give"insight"in"the"role"and"

function"of"Europe"(and"Dutch"jazz)"within"the"American"jazz"narrative."To"get"insight"

into"the"role"of"Europe"in"the"American"jazz"narrative"as"represented"by"Down-Beat,"the"

next"paragraphs"exploring"the"role"and"function"of"some"of"the"key"actors"through"which"

the"story"of"European"jazz"is"told:"correspondents,"American"musicians"visiting"and"

migrating"to"Europe,"European"musicians,"and"European"audiences."

Pioneers&and&adventurers;&Europe&as&an&imaginary&space&

To"keep"up"its"aim"for"the"worldwide"coverage"of"jazz,"Down-Beat"during"the"

1960s"and"1970s"relied"heavily"on"the"reports"made"by"local"correspondents."

These"correspondents"came"from"all"over"the"world"and"included"some"of"the"

most"dedicated"jazz"critics,"such"as"“young"suburban"white"girl"from"England”"

Valerie"Wilmer;"the"engaged"German"“Cold"Warrior”"JoachimHErnst"Berendt,"who"

reported"extensively"on"the"repression"of"jazz"as"part"of"East"German"communist"

politics;"and"Danish"writer"and"producer"Jack"Lind,"who"wrote"passionate"

reports"on"European"jazz,"especially"on"the"Danish"scene.420"In"the"July"4"issue"of"

1963,"Down-Beat-listed"for"the"first"time"a"Dutch"correspondent:"Hans"Dulfer,"the"

twentyHthree"year"old"tenor"saxophonist,"who"played"in"the"bands"of"Willem"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

418"DeVeaux,"“Constructing"the"Jazz"Tradition:"Jazz"Historiography,”"525H560."

419"In"1965"and"1966,"Down-Beat"lists"the"following"European"musicians"in"the"category"of"“talent"

deserving"of"wider"recognition”:"“Jean”"Tielemans"(B),"Albert"Mangelsdorff"(D),"NielsHHenning"Ørsted"

Pedersen"(DE),"Karin"Krog"(N)"and"John"Tchicai"(DE)"in"1965,"followed"by"René"Thomas"(B)"en"JeanHLuc"

Ponty"(F)"in"1966."

420"McKay,"Circular-Breathing,"23."For"an"analysis"of"the"socioHcultural"and"political"implications"of"

JoachimHBerendt’s"activities"as"a"jazz"promoter,"see"Hurley,"The-Return-of-Jazz.""
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Breuker,"Theo"Loevendie,"and"Boy"Edgar’s"band"and"who"wrote"columns"for"the"

Dutch"jazz"magazine"Jazzwereld."From"the"1970s,"Dulfer"became"actively"

involved"in"the"promotion"and"organization"of"jazz"in"the"Netherlands,"both"as"a"

programmer"of"a"jazz"concert"series"in"pop"music"venue"Paradiso"and"as"a"board"

member"of"the"union"for"improvising"musicians"BIM."

"

As"with"other"European"jazz,"most"references"to"Dutch"jazz"are"found"in"the"short,"

factual"reports"of"the"Strictly"Ad"Lib"section,"which"consists"of"two"to"three"hundred"

word"reports"on"local"jazz"activities,"categorized"by"American"cities,"nonHAmerican"

capitals,"countries"and"sometimes"continents."The"reported"activities"include"

appearances"of"Dutch"jazz"musicians"on"television,"concerts,"winners"of"competitions"

and"the"passing"of"musicians"and"lists"significant"jazz"prizes,"such"as"the"Edison"Award,"

and"the"Wessel"Ilcken"Award.421"Dulfer"touched"upon"activities"within"a"diversity"of"jazz"

practices,"ranging"from"early"jazz"groups"such"as"the"Perdido"Street"Paraders"who"won"

the"Loosdrecht"Jazz"Festival"in"the"“traditional"division”"to"the"tours"of"“avant"garde"

pianist”"Piet"Kuiters."Further,"Dulfer"underlines"the"international"activities"and"

ambitions"of"Dutch"musicians,"reporting"on"their"participation"in"international"

competitions."From"the"reports"we"learn"that"in"1963"the"Dutch/"German"formation"of"

drummer"Pierre"Courbois"and"multiHinstrumentalist"Gunther"Hampel"were"offered"a"

month’s"engagement"at"the"Blue"Note"in"Paris;"in"1964"Dutch"pianist"Jack"van"Poll"and"

his"trio"won"the"first"prize"at"the"German"Amateur"Jazz"Festival"at"Düsseldorf;"the"

female"pianist"Pia"Beck"in"1966"toured"the"United"States;"that"same"year"drummer"

Pierre"Courbois"recorded"with"Peter"Brötzmann,"Karlheinz"Berger"and"Peter"Kovach"for"

the"German"DGG"label."European"jazz"musicians,"in"return,"frequently"visited"the"

Netherlands,"giving"evidence"of"the"international"appeal"the"country"held"on"the"

international"stage."For"example,"the"opening"attraction"of"a"“permanent"jazz"cave”"in"

Rotterdam"was"opened"by"an"English"combo"with"saxophonists"Tony"Roberts"and"Ray"

Warleigh,"trombone"player"Chris"Pyne,"pianist"Peter"Lemer,"bass"player"Rob"

Matthewson,"and"drummer"John"Cox."Altogether,"the"short"reports"portray"the"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

421"Reports"mention"the"Amsterdam"Concertgebouw,"the"BH14"and"the"Rotterdam"Jazz"Club"in"Rotterdam,"

the"jazz"club"in"Loosdrecht,"Persepolis"in"Utrecht,"and"the"Haarlem"Concert"Hall."
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Netherlands"as"part"of"a"lively"transnational"jazz"practice,"with"Dutch"jazz"musicians"

touring"the"world"and"international"jazz"musicians"finding"their"way"to"the"country."

"

Although"the"Strictly"Ad"Lib"reports"contain"mainly"factual"information,"implicit"

qualitative"remarks"give"insight"into"the"status"and"appreciation"of"individual"musicians."

Pianist"Pim"Jacobs"and"vocalist"Rita"Reys,"for"example,"were"explicitly"referred"to"as"

“prominent"jazz"musicians,”"while"Jos"van"Heuverzwijn"was"posthumously"hailed"as"

“one"of"the"Netherlands’"leading"saxophonists.”"The"1963"concert"of"Art"Blakey"and"the"

Jazz"Messengers"according"to"the"report"was"well"attended,"with"some"3,500"fans"who"

“jammed"the"Apollo"Hall”"in"Amsterdam"during"a"midnight"concert."In"contrast,"Bill"

Evans'"concert"that"took"place"two"years"later"at"the"Amsterdam"Concert"Hall,"was"

commemorated"as"a"“financial"flop""as"“only"eight"hundred"of"the"two"thousand"seats"

were"occupied.”422"However,"considering"Dulfer’s"own"ambitions"as"a"performer"and"a"

concert"promoter,"these"short"reports"should"also"be"understood"as"a"promotional"tool."

This"becomes"evident"from"the"following"rave"report"on"a"series"of"jazz"concerts"in"the"

popular"music"venue"Paradiso,"initiated"by"Dulfer"in"the"previous"year:"

"

The"Paradiso"Jazz"Club"in"Amsterdam"(original"a"rock"emporium)"started"

its"second"season"with"concerts"by"pianist"Mal"Waldron,"Nico"Bunnink"

and"Burton"Greene."The"first"year"was"very"successful."Big"crowds"(1,000H

1,800)"came"on"Wednesday"nights"to"listen"to"top"Dutch"musicians"(and"

Afrocuban"group"Ritmo"Naturel"and"international"jazz"musicians)."(Ad"Lib,"

DB,"March"5,"1970,"40H41)"

"

A"critical"investigation"of"these"and"similar"reports,"gives"evidence"of"the"increasing"

desire—among"Dutch"reports,"at"least—to"understand"Dutch"jazz"as"a"transnational"and"

increasingly"professional"musical"practice,"which"deserved"recognition"on"the"

international"stage."Furthermore,"the"short"reports"on"the"governmental"recognition"

through"subsidies"and"the"appearances"of"jazz"groups"at"high"art"events"such"as"the"

Holland"Festival,"signaled"how"Dutch"jazz"critics"in"the"Netherland"increasingly"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

422"DB,"May"20,"1965,"42."
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positioned"jazz"as"a"transnational"art"form,"rather"than"an"American"form"of"

entertainment.423""

"

Besides"the"short"Ad"Lib"reports,"live"performances"provided"international"critics"with"

an"opportunity"to"comment"on"local"jazz"practices."When"American"Down-Beat-editor"

Dan"Morgenstern"visited"the"Laren"Jazz"Festival"in"1975,"for"example,"he"thought"of"the"

Piet"NoordijkHJohnny"Griffin"Quintet"(with"Spanish"pianist"Tet'e"Montoliu,"Danish"

bassist"NielsHHenning"Ørsted"Pedersen"plus"ItalianHborn"and"BelgianHbred"drummer"

Bruno"Castellucci)"as"“one"of"the"most"swinging"sets"of"the"entire"event.”424"The"

American"critic"observed"that"Noordijk"“is"a"very"confident"player"with"his"Parker"roots"

and"a"nice"edge"on"his"tone,”"with"an"approach"that"“sometimes"reminds"me"of"Phil"

Woods”"yet"he"observed"that"the"alto"player"“has"his"own"thing,"and"speaks"jazz"without"

any"foreign"accent.”425"The"Laren"festival,""one"of"the"most"pleasant"and"wellHproduced"

jazz"events”"according"to"Morgenstern,"was"organized"by"the"governmentHoperated"and"

nonHprofit"Dutch"broadcasting"association"NOS"and"produced"by"Joop"de"Roo,"together"

with"the"prominent"jazz"promoters"and"radio"makers"Michiel"de"Ruyter"and"Aad"Bos."It"

was"the"sixth"edition"of"the"festival,"which"started"in"Loosdrecht"but"after"three"years"

moved"to"Laren,"a"small"town"close"to"the"center"of"radio"and"television"studios,"

Hilversum."On"this"occasion,"Morgenstern"was"particularly"enthusiastic"about"the"Dutch"

Herbie"White"Combo—named"after"the"bandleader"Herman"de"Wit’s"pseudonym—that"

opened"on"Wednesday"night,"traditionally"the"avantHgarde"night"of"the"festival:"

"

Much"of"the"music"by"the"eightHpiece"group"is"a"parody"of"brass"band"

music,"of"what"sounds"like"a"Spanish"village"band,"of"old"fashioned"dance"

music,"of"popular"classics,"and"in"one"hilarious"instance,"of"a"Dutch"

drinking"song,"performed"by"De"Wit"in"a"surprisingly"strong"and"true"

tenor"voice."Intermittingly"there"is"such"madness"as"a"bagpipe"and"an"

accordion"duet,"a"trio"of"musical"saw,"tenor"sax"and"acoustic"piano,"and"a"

nice"moment"when"the"pianist"runs"romantic"arpeggios"while"Bennink"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

423"The"Dutch"allHstar"big"band"led"by"Boy"Edgar"received"financial"support"from"the"government"so"that"

the"group"could"appear"at"the"jazz"festival"at"Antibes,"France,"held"last"month."It"was"the"first"time"the"

government"had"supplied"such"aid…(Strictly"Ad"Lib,"DB,"September"9,"1965,"43)"

424"Dan"Morgenstern,"DB,"December"18,"1975,"44."

425"Ibid."
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goes"wild"with"various"percussive"and"noisemaking"devices."

Intermittingly,"Bennink"proves"himself"a"very"fine"drummer;"in"fact,"all"

eight"are"excellent"musicians,"with"altoist"Peter"Bennink,"bassist"Maarten"

van"Regteren"Altena"and"trumpeter"Kees"Klaver,"the"wittiest"soloist.""

"

Morgenstern"identifies"the"absurdist"and"theatrical"elements"that,"as"I"have"

outlined"in"the"previous"chapter,"have"become"associated"with"the"notion"of"

Dutch"jazz."“With"its"goodHnatured"satire"of"bourgeois"sounds,”"Morgenstern"

observed,"“the"music"[of"the"Herbie"White"Combo]"is"far"removed"from"its"

American"'counterparts'"except"in"the"production"of"strange"sounds.”"Because"of"

its"“theatrical"essence”"Morgenstern"observed"“some"kinship"with"the"music"of"

Carla"Bley—in"particular"the"Hotel-Band-in-Escalator-Over-the-Hill,”"yet"he"

concluded,"“Holland"is"one"of"the"strongholds"of"the"European"free"jazz"

movement."426"

"

The"coverage,"content,"and"frequency"of"writings"on"European"jazz"depended"to"a"great"

extent"on"the"aims"and"ambitions"of"these"individual"reporters."The"aforementioned"

Lind"was"among"the"most"dedicated"to"the"subject"of"jazz"in"Europe."While"no"fullHpage"

articles"on"Dutch"jazz"appeared"in"Down-Beat"in"the"1960s"and"1970s,"the"Danish"

reporter"regularly"contributed"fullHpage"articles"on"the"Danish"jazz"scene."Lind"not"only"

wrote"on"visiting"and"resident"American"musicians"such"as"Dexter"Gordon"and"Herb"

Geller,"but"also"reflected"on"the"local"activities"of"Danish"jazz"musicians."It"can"be"largely"

credited"to"his"writing,"for"example,"that"Danish"bass"player"Niels"Henning"Ørsted"

Pedersen"was"frequently"named"in"Down-Beat"as"one"of"the"best"players"of"Europe."

“[T]here"is"nearly"complete"unanimity"that"an"18HyearHold"Danish"bass"player"named"

NielsHHenning"Ørsted"Pedersen"is"a"striking"exception"to"this"rule,”"Lind"wrote"in"1965,"

noting"that,"“his"refusal"to"be"awed"by"the"fame"and"stature"of"the"American"musicians"

has"contributed"to"his"remarkable"selfHassured"playing.”427"The"remarks"on"Pedersen"

were"made"during"a"roundtable"discussion"with"Art"Taylor,"Sahib"Shihab,"Ray"Brown,"

Dexter"Gordon,"American"musicians"who"migrated"to"Europe"and"who"shared"their"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

426"Ibid."

427"DB,"June"3,"1965,"18."
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enthusiasm"for"Pedersen’s"playing."“NielsHHenning"is"the"best"bass"player"I’ve"played"

with"in"Europe,”"Taylor"observes,"while"Shihab"praises"the"young"Danish"bass"player"for"

having"“great"conception.”"“He’s"fantastic"in"all"respects,”"Gordon"continues,"“He"reads"

well,"has"great"time."He"can"play"with"anybody.”428"Brown"simply"states,"“The"kid"is"

unbelievable.”"

"

Expatriates,-imitators,-and-the-“intellectual-European”--

A"critical"investigation"of"the"role"of"Europe"and"European"musicians"in"1960s"and"

1970s"Down-Beat"shows"that"Europe"serves"in"the"first"place"as"a"potential"working"

place"for"American"musicians."In"this"view,"the"continent"promised"the"Americans"

ongoing"gigs"in"wellHestablished"clubs,"with"serious"listeners,"and"away"from"the"fierce"

competition"of"the"United"States."As"the"Down-Beat-editor"asserted"in"1965,"“Though"

jazz"musicians"seldom"agree"about"anything,"most"allow"that"Europe"has"virtues"as"a"

source"of"income"and"place"of"residence.”429"Except"for"the"occasional"articles"written"by"

Morgenstern,"Lind,"and"others,"the"1962"announcement"of"an"increased"focus"on"jazz"

outside"the"United"States,"translated"mostly"in"articles"on"expatriatism,"underlining"the"

notion"of"jazz"as"an"American"affair."Down-Beat"occasionally"picks"up"on"the"

international"spread"of"jazz,"for"example,"in"the"1963"“Three"Views"on"Europe,”"a"series"

of"articles"dealing"with"respectively"jazz"in"great"Britain,"a"report"of"Les"McCann’s"

travels"in"Europe"and"a"portrayal"of"Sahib"Shihab’s"expatriate"life.430"“Similarly,"in"the"

1964"article"“Americans"in"Europe:"A"Discussion,”"expatriates"Leo"Wright,"Kenny"Drew,"

Dexter"Gordon,"and"Ray"Pitts"discussed"their"life"overseas.431"Europe"and"European"

musicians"are"mentioned"mostly"in"the"context"of"American"musicians"visiting"or"

migrating"to"Europe."Among"the"first"Down-Beat-writers"to"discuss"American"jazz"

musicians"migrating"to"Europe"was"the"aforementioned"Lind,"who"in"1960,"so"two"years"

prior"to"the"announcement,"summed"up,"

"

The"first"of"the"American"jazz"musicians"to"settle"in"Europe"was,"of"course,"

Sidney"Bechet,"for"whom"France,"where"he"died"last"year,"had"become"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

428"Ibid.,"18H19."

429"DB,"October"21,"1965,"11."

430"DB,"March"14,"1963."

431"DB,"July"2,"1964,"6."
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home."Kenny"Clarke"moved"to"France;"so"did"Bud"Powell"and"Lucky"

Thompson."Trumpeter"Bill"Coleman"lived"abroad"so"long"that"he"is"

virtually"forgotten"in"America."Tenor"saxophonist"Don"Byas"chose"Holland"

for"a"home,"married"a"Dutch"girl,"and"has"been"living"abroad"for"10"years.""

Others"chose"Sweden,"another"country"that"is"particularly"hospitable"to"

jazzmen"and"their"talents."Former"Dizzy"Gillespie"drummer"Joe"Harris"

hopped"off"during"a"tour"and"stayed,"and"is"now"married"to"a"Swedish"girl.""

Quincy"Jones"has"spent"more"time"in"Europe"than"in"America"in"the"past"

three"or"four"years,"working"a"great"deal"in"Sweden."Trumpeter"Benny"

Bailey,"another"Gillespie"alumnus,"had"been"living"in"Sweden"for"three"

years"until"he"joined"Quincy’s"big"band"during"its"European"tour"recently."

(Jack"Lind,"DB,"April"14,"1960)"

"

Lind"saw"American"jazz"musicians"as"“fugitives"from"the"American"scene”"whose"

“exodus”"was"primarily"motivated"by"economic"reasons"or"racial"issues:432"

"

Tensions"in"the"States—the"struggles"with"the"booking"agent,"the"haggling"

with"the"nightHclub"owner,"the"constant"moving"from"gig"to"gig—they"all"

seem"to"have"a"visibly"straining"influence"on"the"musical"freedom"for"

which"every"jazzman"strives."In"the"case"of"the"Negroe"musicians,"they"

also"have"to"cope"with"rejections,"discriminations,"and"the"Jim"Crow"

attitude."That’s"why"they"come"to"Europe."(Jack"Lind,"DB-September"13,"

1962,"14)"

"

Although"journalists"in"Down-Beat-occasionally"raised"the"issue"of"race"as"a"reason"for"

leaving"the"United"States,"musicians"remained"hesitant"to"questions"of"racism."Only"

Dexter"Gordon"gave"a"very"clear"answer"to"the"question"whether"racial"prejudice"

motivated"him"to"leave"the"United"States:"“Well,"I’m"not"gonna"lie."Yes.”433"Europe,"

however,"was"not"just"a"Utopian"space,"free"of"racism"and"full"of"economic"prospects."

When"Lind"in"1962"reported"on"the"working"conditions"in"Europe,"he"observed"how"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

432"See,"for"example,"Jack"Lind,"DB,"April"14,"1960."

433"DB,"July"2,"1964,"70."
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“the"pay"…"is"generally"lower"than"in"the"States,”"“in"many"areas"there"is"a"severe"

housing"shortage,”"“the"cost"of"living"is"high,”"adding"that,"“racial"prejudice"prevails"in"

some"European"cities.”434""

"

Within"this"context,"European"musicians"and"audiences"are"generally"portrayed"as"oneH

dimensional"characters,"respectively"the"eager"but"average"musician"and"the"serious"

listener,"who"predominantly"serve"to"tell"the"success"story"of"American"musicians"in"

Europe."In"terms"of"European"musicians,"American"expatriates"living"in"Europe"also"

often"saw"themselves"confronted"with"a"lack"of"competition."In"his"1965"article,"

journalist"Lind"asserts,"“All"[U.S."jazzmen"who"have"gone"to"Europe]"complain"about"the"

same"thing:"European"rhythm"sections"leave"a"good"deal"to"be"desired."The"rhythm"

players"have"been"described"as"stiff,"unimaginative,"noncohesive"[sic],"and"in"other"lessH

refined"terms.”435"Feeling"frustrated"by"these"musically"uninspiring"conditions,"

American"musicians"in"Europe"saw"visiting"American"musicians"as"an"indispensable"

lifeline"to"the"latest"musical"developments.436"There"were"exceptions,"however."“Not"

many"EuropeanHborn"musicians"have"been"admitted"to"the"select"inner"circle"of"jazz"

innovators,”"Morgenstern"notes"in"a"1971"article"on"the"Belgian"harmonica"player"Toots"

Thielemans,"“One"of"the"few,"of"course,"is"Django"Reinhardt,"the"amazing"BelgianHborn"

gypsy"guitarist,”"continuing"with"Thielemans,"whose"“amazing"capacity"to"coax"real"

music”"from"his"harmonica"made"him"“a"likely"candidate"for"admission"to"that"circle.”437"

When,"in"the"same"year,"Morgenstern’s"British"colleague"Val"Wilmer"reports"on"the"Jazz"

Jamboree"’70"held"in"the"Polish"town"of"Warsaw,"she"praises"the"playing"of"British"free"

jazz"saxophonist"John"Surman,"concluding"that"“Even"if"it"is"a"derivative,"European"jazz"

seems"to"be"holding"its"own"at"last.”438""

"

Other"European"musicians"who"met"the"American"standard"according"to"these"critics"

included"Danish"bass"player"NielsHHenning"Ørsted"Pedersen,"Danish"drummer"Alex"Riel,"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

434"Jack"Lind,"DB,"September"13,"1962,"14."

435"DB,"June"3,"1965,"18H19."

436"Pianist"Kenny"Drew,"who"took"up"residency"in"Copenhagen"in"the"1960s,"shuddered"at"the"thought"of"

being"disconnected"with"American"input:"“If"I"had"to"."."."work"seven"nights"a"week"for"a"year"and"half"with"
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437"Dan"Morgenstern,"“Triple"treat"Toolemans,”"DB,"November"25,"1971,"25."
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and"Swedish"bass"player"Sture"Nordin."When"pianist"Les"McCann"commemorated"his"

European"trip,"he"also"discussed"his"stay"in"the"Netherlands,"where"he"played"in"

Amsterdam,"The"Hague"and"at"the"American"air"force"installation"Camp"New"

Amsterdam."“Holland"was"just"great."Unlike"other"cities,"we"had"time"to"do"some"

sightseeing"…"In"Amsterdam,"there"were"many"curtain"calls"and"beautiful"people."And"

we"met"a"wonderful"young"Dutch"bass"player"named"Rudy"Jacobs.”439"Notwithstanding"

these"exceptions,"European"musicians"primarily"appear"in"Down-Beat-as"representatives"

on"jazz"festival"programmes,"or"as"part"of"the"inevitable"rhythm"section"for"American"

soloists"and"rarely"as"musical"innovators."

"

It"becomes"evident"from"interviews"with"American"expatriates"living"in"Europe"to"what"

extent"descriptions"of"European"audiences"were"informed"by"a"stereotyped"image"of"the"

“the"intellectual"European.”"While"Dutch"critic"Ton"de"Joode"in"1962"had"called"the"

European"listeners"“young,"rebellious"snobs”"(see"Chapter"Four),"Down-Beat-critics"tend"

to"portray"European"audiences"as"more"intellectual,"serious,"and"culturally"better"

educated"than"the"average"American"jazz"enthusiast."When"reed"player"Ray"Pitts"in"

1964,"for"example,"discussed"his"experience"playing"for"audiences"in"European"clubs,"he"

referred"to"it"as"“some"of"the"most"honest"listening.”440"He"observed"that"it"is"not"always"

that"way"as"“there"are"people"walking"around"talking"and"making"out"with"chicks"just"

like"there"are"in"the"States”"yet"he"observed"that"“the"people"are"receptive”:"

"

I’ve"seen"Dexter"playing,"working"in"the"Montmartre,"and"I"have"seen"at"

the"end"of"a"piece"he"has"been"playing,"a"reception"from"the"audience"that"

I"have"very"seldom"seen"in"the"States."…"In"the"States"I"just"got"the"

impression"that"the"people"were"there,"but"it"was"a"sort"of"“let"me"first"

down"this"Scotch"and"let"me"see"if"I"can"talk"to"this"chick"and"this"and"that"

and"the"other"thing"and"when"I"can’t"think"of"anything"to"say"anymore,"I’ll"

listen"to"the"music"for"a"little"while.”"At"the"Montmartre"they"were"there."

(Ray"Pitts,"DB,"July"2,"1964,"67)"

"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Similarly,"reed"player"Dexter"Gordon"thought"of"European"audiences"as"more"“inside”"as"

they"listened"to"the"“emotions”"and"“modifications.”"Pitts"gives"evidence"to"similar"

sentiments,"stating"that"Europeans"have"“a"much"broader"cultural"education,"and"they"

are"so"much"more"receptive"to"artistic"influences"than"a"great"many"people"in"the"

States.”441"In"his"report"on"a"European"tour"with"trumpeter"Ted"Curson"in"December"

1964,"saxophonist"Bill"Barron"concludes"that"the"Scandinavian"audiences"were"“very"

sincere,”"because"they"kept"coming"back"to"his"concerts."He"noted"that"in"Paris"the"band"

was"“well"received,”"although"the"crowd"was"different"every"night."The"people"in"

Germany"seemed"“somewhat"aloof,”"until"they"got"to"know"some"of"them."Barron"added"

that"in"Scandinavia"the"people"“seemed"closer"to"the"mainstream"things”"than"in"

Germany"and"France,"though"their"critics"like"avantHgarde.442"Saxophonist"Brew"Moore"

found"the"audience"at"the"Danish"jazz"club"Montmartre"“strange”"because,"they"“take"the"

music"terribly"serious.”"Likewise,"Dexter"Gordon"thought"of"the"Scandinavian"audiences"

as"“very"discerning,”"while"Kenny"Drew"stated"that"“it"depends"on"the"country"you’re"in"

[…]"The"Italians"will"accept"anything.”443"At"the"heart"of"these"depictions"lies"a"

romanticist"view"of"Europe"as"the"cradle"of"civilization,"described"by"John"Gennari"in"

Blowin’-Hot-and-Cool"(2006)"“the"image"of"Europe"as"a"standardHbearer"of"high"art,"

ostensibly"transcendent"civilizational"values,"and"superior"skills"of"cuttingHedge"artistic"

awareness.”444"Implicitly,"these"observations"demonstrate"thus"a"deeply"racialized"and"

oneHdimensional"thinking"about"Europe."

"

An"exploration"the"role"of"jazz"in"Europe"becomes"clear"that,"as"for"Europe’s"inhabitants,"

Down-Beat-held"a"rather"ambiguous"view."While"European"audiences"are"praised"for"its"

serious"attitude"towards"jazz,"European"jazz"musicians"are"generally"valued"less"

positively."This"divide"builds"on"stereotyped"notions"of"European"intellectualism"and"

Europe"as"the"home"of"serious"art,"in"which"the"European"listener"is"presented"as"an"

essentially"civilized"human"being."The"portrayal"of"European"jazz"musicians"as"inferior"

to"the"American"jazz"musicians,"however,"presents"Europe"as"an"uncultivated"space"of"

jazz"performance."Also,"there"is"a"sense"of"exoticism"tied"to"Europe"within"these"reports."

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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Down-Beat"generally"presents"American"musicians"who"tour"settle"in"Europe"as"

pioneers"that"brought"jazz"to"the"faraway"European"hinterland,"with"local"

correspondents"reporting"their"adventures"that"then"were"brought"back"to"the"

motherland"by"Down-Beat."In"this"context,"the"reports"on"international"jazz"activities"

expresses"ageHold"feelings"of"frontierism,"not"in"the"nostalgic"sense"of"what"Tony"

Whyton"calls"a"“longing"for"a"bygone"era,”"but"more"as"what"Albert"Murray"has"called"

“the"need"to"face"new"situations"on"the"frontier.”445"As"the"aforementioned"Lind"asserts"

in"his"1960"report"on"Stan"Getz’"expatriate"life"in"Copenhagen:"“Europe"today"has"a"large"

and"growing"colony"of"American"jazzmen"[Italics"added].”446"Within"this"view,"the"

Netherlands"in"Down-Beat-by"and"large"was"to"be"understood"as"part"of"Europe,"which"

was"basically"a"place"where"American"musicians"could"play,"earn"a"livelihood"and"at"

times,"settle."From"that"perspective,"the"Netherlands,"Germany,"Denmark,"Belgium"and"

other"Western"European"countries"were"interchangeable."

National&sounds&

Considering"the"dominating"view"of"Europe"as"a"working"place,"it"comes"as"no"surprise"

that"only"few"references"appear"on"national"sounds"in"Europe."Andrew"Wright"Hurley"in"

his"2011"study"of"the"aforementioned"German"critic"JoachimHErnst"Berendt"argues"that"

critics"during"the"1960s"began"to"reflect"on"the"national"qualities"of"the"music."Hurley"

argues,"“in"these"critics’"opinions,"European"musicians"owed"a"debt"to"America,"but"

were"in"the"process"of"finding"their"own,"distinctively"national"voice.”"However,"while"

Hurley’s"analysis"suggests"that"critics"during"the"1960s"already"showed"an"awareness"of"

thinking"in"terms"of"national"sounds"and"differences,"I"argue"that"this"sense"of"national"

awareness"only"became"explicit"in"jazz"criticism"from"midH1970s."This"is"asserted"by"the"

writing"of"Dutch"jazz"critics,"who,"as"we"have"seen"in"the"previous"chapter,"only"from"

1977"onwards"began"to"explore"Dutch"improvised"music"in"relation"to"a"national"

context."

"
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The"following"paragraphs"show"how"Down-Beat-critics"around"the"same"time,"albeit"

slightly"earlier,"began"to"explicitly"investigate"the"idea"of"jazz"and"nationalism."The"issue"

of"national"sounds"first"and"foremost"concerned"the"idea"of"jazz"as"an"American"music."

Although"the"idea"of"jazz"as"essentially"American"was"by"no"means"a"new"issue,"the"

worldwide"dissemination"of"jazz"and"the"growing"international"community"of"jazz"

musicians"contributed"to"a"sense"of"urgency"in"explicitly"promoting"the"idea"of"jazz"as"

essentially"American."In"1975,"for"example,"Down-Beat-published"a"special"issue"on"

American"music,"themed"around"“several"aspects"of"‘American"music,’"including"a"

searching"dialogue"on"its"nature"and"effect,”"and"which"on"the"cover"prominently"

showed"the"American"flag."The"editorial"stated"

"

This,"and"any,"examination"of"American"music"phenomena"makes"at"least"

two"suppositions"which"pose"as"important"questions"relating"to"our"

general"welfare:"(1)"What"are"the"music"to"which"the"label"“Made—or"

assembled—in"the"U.S.A.”"can"be"applied?"(2)"Why"is"it"so"important"for"

American"music"to"be"so"identified"and"analyzed?"And"why"now?"

(Editorial,"DB,"February"27,"1975,"6)"

"

In"the"article"“What"is"American"Music?”"Down-Beat-critic"Bob"Palmer"addresses"these"

and"similar"questions,"falling"back"on"romanticized"American"ideals"of"freedom"and"

democracy."In"his"attempt"to"investigate"the"American"distinctiveness"in"the"works"of"

American"composers"such"as"Charles"Ives,"Edgar"Varèse,"Stefan"Wolpe,"and"Steve"Reich,"

the"critic"separates"the"composers’"“"sense"of"nonHproprietariness”"from"the"works"of"

similar"European"composers,"who"rather"“instantly"transformed"them"into"systems,"into"

schools,"into"methods.”"Further,"Palmer"attempts"to"find"ways"in"which"to"understand"

both"contemporary"composers'"music"as"well"as"folk"and"popular"American"music,"

arguing"that"“before"we"can"define"American"music,"then,"we"need"a"set"of"procedures"

we"will"allow"us"to"evaluate"Charles"Ives"and-James"Brown"[Italics"in"original].”447"He"

reasons"that"the"AfricanHAmerican"practice"of"jazz"is"“an"area"which"is"of"overwhelming"

importance"if"we"are"eventually"to"arrive"at"an"estimate"of"how"much"and"in"what"ways"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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our"music"has"been"influenced"by"that"of"Africa.”448"Underlying"Palmer’s"exploration"is"

the"idea"that"jazz,"as"other"forms"of"popular"music,"is"undervalued"by"institutions"and"by"

the"establishment."Palmer,"then,"basically"argues"for"the"recognition"of"jazz"as"a"vital"

part"of"American"culture"and"for"the"revaluation"of"jazz"as"an"art"form."

"

Although"most"international"Down-Beat-correspondents"during"the"1960s"propagate"

American"jazz"as"the"original"and"the"real,"they"did"increasingly"signal"European"

musicians"that"met"the"American"standard."In"the"International"Jazz"Critics"Poll"of"1963,"

British"correspondent"Charles"Fox"claims,"“the"time"is"drawing"near"when"a"really"major"

jazz"artist"will"arise"outside"of"the"United"States.”449"While"CzechHAmerican"Eric"Vogel"in"

1962"signals"that"“the"gap"between"U.S."and"foreign"musicians"narrows"yearly,”"he"

concludes"two"years"later,"that"“now,"for"the"first"time,"a"whole"combo—the"Albert"

Mangelsdorff"Quintet—has"achieved"a"musical"level"which"is"comparable"with"firstHclass"

American"counterparts.”450"Critic"Pete"Welding,"for"example,"lists"the"AustrianHborn"

pianist"Joe"Zawinul"for"being"one"of"“a"handful"of"nonHAmerican"musicians"to"have"

achieved"any"prominence"in"jazz,”"praising"the"pianist"for"commanding"the"idiom"with"

“an"exceptional"authority"even"more"fluently”"than"“his"almost"perfectly"Americanized"

English,"in"which"only"a"slight"accent"betrays"his"Viennese"origins.”451"Similarly,"JeanH

Luc"Ponty"considers"jazz"“a"universal"music”"with"Europeans"Martial"Solal"and"NielsH

Henning"Ørsted"Pederson"as"“being"the"equal"of"any.”"“Obviously,"since"jazz"was"created"

in"America,"and"aspiring"musicians"are"brought"up"in"the"environment"where"the"best"

jazz"is"readily"available,"America"is"more"propitious"for"the"development"of"a"jazz"

musician.”452"In"other"words,"Zawinul,"Ponty,"and"Ørsted"Pedersen"are"considered"wellH

respected"jazz"musicians,"because"they"have"successfully"and"completely"incorporated"

the"American"jazz"idiom"in"their"playing."

"

The"only"two"Dutch"albums"reviewed"in"Down-Beat-in"the"1960s"are"understood"along"

similar"lines."When"critic"Gilbert"Erskine"reviewed"the"Dutch"Swing"College"Band’s"Dixie-
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Gone-Dutch"(Philips,"1962)"in"1962,"for"example,"he"heard"“many"flavors"of"jazz”"running"

through"the"tracks:"

"

King-of-the-Zulus-is"a"Louis"Armstrong"Hot"Five"item,"but"it"runs"more"

Duke"Ellington’s"way"than"Armstrong’s."Schilperpoort’s"baritone,"

especially"on"Please-Don’t-Talk,"has"a"decided"and"pleasant"Bud"Freeman"

flavor."On"Ory’s-Creole-Trombone-Kaart"plays"all"of"Ory’s"awkward"phrases,"

but"it"isn’t"impossible"to"be"annoyed,"because"it"isn’t"that"he"didn’t"know"

better,"or"that"he"was"trying"to"mimic"Ory—he"simply"did"not"want,"out"of"

respect,"to"change"the"breaks."(DB,"August"30,"1962,"25)"

"

Critic"Gilbert"Erskine"considered"the"album"“decent,"but"lacking"originality"and"

therefore"typical"for"European"jazz”"yet"concluded"that"it"is"“another"portent"of"the"

healthy"state"of"jazz"in"Europe.”453"Similarly,"Michael"Zwerin’s"review"of"The-Misja-

Mengelberg-Quartet-(As-Featured-at-the-Newport-Jazz-Festival-1966)-(Artone,"1966),"

although"applicative"of"the"group’s"attempt"to"“to"forge"its"own"identity"between"Johnny"

Hodges"and"Cecil"Taylor,”"is"swollen"with"comparisons"with"American"music"in"an"

attempt"to"position"and"understand"their"music."When"Erskine"describes"Dutch"

saxophonist"Piet"Noordijk’s"playing"in"“Hodjazz”,"he"observes"how"the"player"“comes"

out"of"his"natural"modified"Ornette"Coleman"bag"and"does"a"marvelous"tribute"to"Johnny"

Hodges"in"the"latter’s"own"style,"although"he"sometimes"overlaps"[Phil]"Woods"more"

than"anyone"else.”454"

"

Reflecting"the"international"tendency"within"jazz"criticism"to"evaluate"the"work"of"

individual"jazz"musicians"and"groups"in"terms"of"nationalism"and"local"roots,"the"

question"of"national"and"local"sounds"in"jazz"becomes"more"pressing"in"Down-Beat-

during"the"1970s."When"Berendt"in"1977"reports"on"the"fiveHday"Berlin"Jazz"Days"event,"

for"example,"he"observes"how"Willem"Breuker,"“goes"back"to"his"European"roots"as"an"

American"player"might"go"back"to"blues"and"gospel”"yet"observed,"“Breuker"is"a"real"jazz"
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musician.”455"Berendt"notes"that"Breuker"in"his"Kollektief"“incorporates"European"folk"

music,"marches"and"19th"century"dance"sounds,"schmaltzy"romanticisms"ad"kitschy"

operetta"bliss,”"combining"these"“musically,"but"also"dramatically"and,"above"all,"

critically"and"humorously.”"Referring"to"Breuker"as"the"“’Kurt"Weill"of"European"jazz,'"

with"the"permutation"techniques"and"the"political"consciousness"of"Bertold"Brecht"and"

Hanns"Eisler,”"he"concludes,"“If"anything"that"has"been"said"about"the"emancipation"of"

Europe"makes"sense,"then"Amsterdam"composer"and"saxophonist"Willem"Breuker"is"the"

'most"European'"of"all"European"jazz"players.”"456"Not"all"Dutch"musicians"receive"such"

rave"reports,"however."The"Down-Beat"critic"Chuck"Berg"in"his"review"of"Dutch"pianist"

Louis"van"Dijk’s"Round-Midnight-(Columbia"M"34511),"credits"the"album"with"two"stars,"

accusing"the"pianist"of"“instead"of"being"a"jazz"musician,"[he]"is"nothing"more"than"a"

congenial"cocktail"pianist"whose"efforts"are"mostly"inoffensive.”"He"continuous,"“lacking"

technical"panache"or"dramatic"flair,"Van"Dijk’s"monochromatic"soundscapes"hang"as"

listly"as"the"doubts"that"line"the"motel"lounges"where"music"like"this"is"usually"the"

norm.”457"

"

Notwithstanding"these"occasional"debates,"the"discussions"in"1970s"Down-Beat"shift"

towards"issues"of"genre,"fusion,"and"the"role"of"electronic"instrumentation"in"musical"

practice."Following"the"increasing"interest"in"the"pop,"fusion"and"rock"music"of"

musicians"such"as"Pat"Williams,"Frank"Zappa"and"Carla"Bley,"the"magazine"mentions"the"

Dutch"rock"group,"such"as"Focus."Mike"Bourne"in"his"1973"review"of"Introspection-

(Colombia"KC"32346)"praises"the"rock"group’s"fusion"of"different"styles,"stating"that"the"

album"“isn’t"rock—it"is"indeed"introspective,"chamber"music"arranged"and"conducted"

with"classical"panache"by"Rogier"van"Otterloo,”"concluding"that"the"band’s"flutist,"pianist"

and"composer"Thijs"van"Leer"“has"proven"that"classical"forms"and"styles"offer"a"source"

of"music"of"great"beauty"and"not"simply"something"trendy"to"play.”458"Chuck"Mitchell,"a"

year"later,"welcomes"guitarist"Jan"Akkerman"and"his"partner"George"Flynn"“to"the"land"

of"the"category"breakers,”"noting"on"their"album"Tabernakel"(Atco"SD"7032)"that,"“if"

you're"a"categorical"purist—that"is,"if"you"insist"that"classical"is"classical,"rock"is"rock,"
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and"never"the"twain"shall"meet—then"by"all"means"keep"your"head"and"temper"intact"by"

avoiding"this"album."Everyone"else,"get"set"for"a"real"delight,"courtesy"of"Jan"Akkerman,"

the"Dutch"lead"guitarist"of"Focus.“459"

"

However,"while"European"improvising"musicians"during"the"1960s"and"1970s"

increasingly"explored"their"own"local"roots"in"search"of"a"musical"identity"of"their"own,"

both"critics"and"musicians"remained"hesitant"in"explaining"European"music"in"terms"of"

national"sounds."In"1963,"the"aforementioned"Berendt,"stereotypes"European"styles"in"

his"description"of"the"Yugoslavian"way"of"playing."He"observes"how"the"Yugoslavs,"

"

have"the"feeling"for"style"of"the"Swedes,"the"individuality"of"the"French,"

the"musicality"of"the"German[s],"and"the"professionalism"of"the"English;"

and,"furthermore,"they"have"something"other"peoples"in"Europe"lack:"the"

ancient"musicianly"[sic]"vitality"of"the"Balkans."(JoachimHErnst"Berendt,"

DB,"December"5,"1963,"21)460"

"

As"Hurley"observes"in"his"2011"study"of"Joachim"Ernst"Berendt,"the"critic"during"the"

1960s"“softened"his"own"position"on"the"notion"of"‘German’"jazz,"formerly"rejecting"such"

an"idea"in"his"defense"of"the"idea"of"jazz’"internationality.”"Berendt,"according"to"Hurley,"

“discerned"the"idea"that"the"leading"German"jazzmen"of"the"day"were"influenced"by"

German"traditions”"and"deliberately"placed"the"music"of"German"jazz"musicians"within"a"

European"context."“Now"don’t"go"thinking"that"I"am"associating"jazz"with"Blut-und-Boden"

[blood"and"soil]."That"is"loathsome"to"me."We"are"not"dealing"with"German,"but"rather"

European"developments"here.”461"In"1977"when"Down-Beat-critic"Steve"Lake"asked"

Norwegian"reed"player"Jan"Garbarek"whether"there"was"any"bond"among"the"musicians"

that"give"Norwegian"jazz"its"particular"character,"Garbarek"responded,"“It's"hard"for"me"

to"hear"the"special"Norwegian"quality"in"our"playing,"but"I"know"that"a"lot"of"people"do"

definitely"hear"it.”462"Garbarek"saw"this"typical"Norwegian"sound—currently"also"

referred"to"as"the"“Nordic"Tone”—as"a"result"of"producer"Manfred"Eicher,"noting"that"
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“In"Manfred's"case,"the"special"recording"situation,"the"sound"quality,"is"being"used"as"an"

instrument."It's"part"of"the"recording.”463"

"

Thus,"while"the"critics"remained"critical"about"understanding"nonHAmerican"jazz"in"

terms"of"emancipation"from"the"American,"they"did"see"a"progress"in"stylistic"

development."When"Charles"Mitchell"in"1975"wrote"an"article"on"the"German"

saxophonist"Klaus"Doldinger"and"his"development"from"bebop"player"to"jazzHrock"

player,"he"noted,"“we’re"well"past"the"point"where"there’s"a"question"of"Europeans"

having"the"ability"to"hold"their"own"as"players"with"Americans.”464"Mitchell,"like"other"

Down-Beat"critics,"struggled"with"the"problem"of"European"players"performing"a"music"

that"was"rooted"in"AfricanHAmerican"culture"and"which"he"therefore"saw"as"an"act"of"

appropriation."“The"nonHAmerican"‘jazz’"musician’s"acute,"perhaps"insoluble"problem"is"

to"find"himself"in"a"musical"tradition"that"is"not"his—indeed,"that"he"may"be"trying"to"

find"at"the"same"time"as"he"searches"for"his"own"identity."He"must"create"his"voice"in"

another"language.”465"

"

The"frequent"use"of"stereotyped"images"to"understand"nonHAmerican"practices,"further"

underlines"how"Down-Beat"in"the"1960s"and"1970s"gives"little"testimony"of"the"settling"

of"jazz"in"Europe"and"the"outcomes"of"its"dialog"with"local"cultures."NonHAmerican"

musicians"in"Down-Beat"throughout"the"1960s"are"valued"as"playing"below"or"according"

to"the"American"standard,"but"are"seldom"understood"in"terms"of"being"different."

Consequently,"by"understanding"the"works"of"individual"jazz"musicians"in"terms"of"

equality"compared"to"the"American"jazz"tradition"rather"than"by"its"inequality,"these"

writings"tend"to"reinforce"the"notion"of"jazz"as"an"essentially"American"music"practice."

While"Down-Beat"during"the"1960s"and"1970s"does"increasingly"report"on"jazz"in"

Europe,"the"lack"of"diversification"in"local"sounds"suggests"that"the"growing"

international"focus"of"Down-Beat"should"in"the"first"place"be"understood"as"an"interest"in"

the"geographical"expansion"of"American"jazz."In"that"respect,"again,"the"Netherlands"was"

as"good"as"any"other"country."As"Mitchell"puts"it"in"his"1975"article"on"German"

saxophonist"Doldinger:"“Listening"to"Jan"Garbarek,"Terje"Rypdal,"Miroslav"Vitous,"Klaus"
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Doldinger,"and"others"in"the"new"European"wave,"we"may"be"getting"to"the"stage"where"

we"can"talk"about"nonHAmericans"as"innovators,”"Mitchell"observed"in"the"same"1975"

article"on"Doldinger,"to"conclude"relentlessly"and"crystalHclear,"“but"it"won't"be"as"‘jazz’"

innovators.”466"

Conclusion&

In"this"chapter"I"have"discussed"different"tropes"and"narratives"that"have"informed"the"

understanding"of"nonHAmerican"jazz."By"exposing"underlying"defining"notions,"such"as"

“jazz"as"an"essentially"American"music"practice”"and"“the"intellectual"European,”"this"

chapter"demonstrates"how"local,"nonHAmerican"jazz"practices"in"Down-Beat-during"the"

1960s"and"1970s"are"understood—misunderstood,"perhaps—in"terms"of"equality"

rather"than"in"differentiating"terms"in"comparison"with"the"American"jazz"tradition."

Although"jazz"critics"in"Down-Beat-increasingly"express"in"their"writing"a"desire"to"

present"jazz"as"an"essentially"American"culture,"thinking"about"jazz"in"terms"of"national"

differences"and"identities"is"hardly"part"of"the"narrative"in"Down-Beat"until"midH1970s."

Despite"Down-Beat’s"international"focus,"the"acclaimed"center"of"musical"authority,"

creativity"and"renewal"during"the"1960s"remained"the"United"States."Although"Down-

Beat"readers"can"learn"about"nonHAmerican"jazz,"the"reports"are"usually"without"

reference"to"the"local"context"in"which"these"practices"took"place."The"American"jazz"

narrative"is"the"standard"against"which"local,"nonHAmerican"jazz"practices"are"measured."

Jazz"played"by"Europeans"is"pitted"against"American"jazz"in"terms"of"“better”"or"“worse,”"

but"it"was"hardly"ever"discussed"in"terms"of"local"differences."Therefore,"without"

providing"a"context"to"create"an"understanding"of"these"nonHAmerican"developments,"

Dulfer’s"short"factual"Ad"Lib"reports,"as"most"other"reports"on"nonHAmerican"jazz"served"

hardly"any"other"purpose"than"to"confirm"that"jazz"was"doing"well"abroad."

"

Considering"the"language"and"socioHgeographical"barriers,"the"understanding"of"Dutch"

jazz"practices"by"nonHDutch"audiences"necessarily"takes"place"within"different"

perceptional"frameworks."So,"while"the"nonHconformist"stance"of"improvising"musicians"

and"other"social"implications"of"Dutch"jazz"practices"are"implicit"knowledge"for"Dutch"

audiences,"it"is"by"no"means"unambiguous,"or"understood"internationally."For"a"nonH
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Dutch"listener,"or"a"Dutchman"indifferent"to"jazz,"it"would"take"a"wellHinformed"

mediator"to"create"a"deeper"understanding"of"the"many"faces"of"jazz"in"the"Netherlands."

Notwithstanding"Down-Beat’s-announced"international"focus,"the"magazine"primarily"

concentrates"on"the"promotion"of"American"jazz,"reinforcing"stereotyped"notions"of"jazz"

as"a"maleHdominated,"essentially"African"American"music"practice."This"type"of"

stereotypeHimposed"storytelling,"together"with"a"general"resistance"against"explaining"

jazz"in"national"sounds"(as"we’ve"seen"in"the"case"of"Berendt),"partly"explains"why"little"

references"are"found"on"more"specific"characteristics"in"local"sounds"and"audiences"in"

Europe."It"demonstrates"how,"for"example,"when"Down-Beat"journalist"Michael"Zwerin"

criticizes"Dutch"pianist"Misha"Mengelberg"for"playing"“too"intellectual”"and"overH

occupied"with"“harmonic,"thematic"and"formalistic"aspects,”"he"both"draws"from"and"

reinforces"the"idiom"of"stereotyped"imagery"that"is"inextricably"bound"up"with"the"

American"jazz"narrative,"in"this"case"of"the"“intellectual,"white"European.”467"

Consequently,"constructed"jazz"histories"are"inclined"to"marginalize"other"voices,"such"

as"the"female"and"nonHAmerican"perspective."As"an"interpretative"framework,"therefore,"

the"American"jazz"narrative"hardly"provides"journalists"with"sufficient"tools"to"

understand"nonHAmerican"perspectives."

"

In"the"final"chapter,"I"delve"more"deeply"into"the"construction"of"the"idea"of"a"distinctive"

Dutch"jazz"from"a"performance"perspective."I"will"do"this"by"a"close"examination"of"the"

production,"funding"and"performance"of"the"Zeeland-Suite"(1977)"by"pianist"and"

composer"Leo"Cuypers,"one"of"the"most"fascinating"musical"outcomes"of"the"intricate"

liaison"between"media,"arts,"and"policyHmaking."
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